
Happy I Am

A solitary night with no queen of hearts can leave one howling at the moon or 
climbing the walls hungering for something different. I had seen a sign at the side of 
highway seven that indicated that the curious sprawl of houses was the IAM Center or 
Institute of Applied Metaphysics. Having some knowledge of Metaphysics I decided that 
since there was no music coming from the radio this cold evening, I would Channel Surf my
way over to visit a couple of possible channelers.

The door opened to reveal a lovely young woman who invited me in to sit beside her 
as she explained their purpose. All and all it was nice to sit beside a fresh young woman, 
but really nothing substantial was said. As I asked more pointed questions she nervously 
called for a male guide. He eventually admitted that they did indeed meditate and alluded 
to astral-projection. I left thinking that they may warrant a visit the following winter if 
there was nothing else happening.

Morning returned the way it always does no matter how fervent the prayers that 
you could foolishly sleep forever. The elves don't come to finish your wishes; you still have 
to get to work.  I had moved to the country to be in the forest and there appeared to be 
more to it than I originally thought. Not one to shy from a challenge, I was carrying on. On 
a side trip to Chicago, South Dakota and New Mexico I had purchased two Minneapolis 
Moline tractors and brought them back to Ontario to help me clear land and move logs. I 
had accumulated quite a few timbers with the tractor and the help of Gary Davis with 
Harold Lloyd’s horse Prince. I chose the straightest and longest logs to build the walls of 
my cabin and hauled the rest to Harold's sawmill.

The days wore on and as I was moving up the walls to chest high; I noticed a person 
coming across the field in a cloud of black flies and mosquitoes. He did not look like 
someone I knew until he came closer. At first there grew a vague and familiar feeling. I saw 
at once, he was crying. Sobbing is more like it though, the full shoulder shaking way. I 
instinctively took him in my arms and held him, patting his back. He was a mess. I 
recognized him as the guy I had spoken with at the IAM Center. As he calmed down he 
became more coherent and the gibberish became, "They are coming," “they are coming,” 
over and over. I lead him over to the wall so I could get him sitting on the course of logs and
out of my arms. "Who's coming?" 

What unraveled was a tale so strange that no one would have the opportunity to 
even invent a situation for such a thing. Their leader Winifred Barton had been in contact 
with alien life forms through astral projections. These aliens had come to surround the 
planet and lift off the faithful to save us from certain destruction. He had come looking for 
me first because he thought from our conversation that I might be ripe for saving. The 
second reason was one I had not ever imagined. After the planet was swept clean, these 
chosen few would be able to come back and repopulate the world. The trouble with the 
plan was no-one knew how to do physical labour or live in the wild. Would I come back 
with him and help them prepare to survive? He did mention that my chainsaw looked very 
nice. I was still in my twenties and always ready for an adventure, so I asked, "Can I bring 
my dog?"

A lot of people were not too happy with the decision to award sacred space to a dog 
even if dog was God spelled backwards. Luckily Shag was a wonderful gentleman and 
pretended not to hear, so as not to embarrass the uneducated mere-mortals. He found a 



place to sleep and I found a lot of people. They had three centers in Canada and Winifred's 
home in BC. They were not long in putting me to work. First, I was asked to use my car to 
drive to Ottawa to pickup a generator. I stopped at several places in Ottawa. Some of those 
places belonged to either very rich or very powerful people; I guess they are one and the 
same. They wanted to prepare for the repopulation of the planet. For some reason they 
thought that they would be living in the wilderness. I offered to build them a root cellar 
which is very necessary both now and later after all life was wiped from the planet. I was 
thinking more in terms of destroyed, but removed would be the better, destroyed could 
mean three or four months of global pollution as the bodies composted. In practical terms I
thought if they don't go, this root cellar would be something that would still do them some 
good.

The names I heard bandied around and the resources and numbers of people 
involved began to make me a little apprehensive. What if this is more than just my 
summer's entertainment? In the weeks before this revelation there had been many reports 
in the area and at least two NEWS shows had done documentaries regarding the strange 
occurrences in the area. Large chunks of sod lifted out of the ground and placed beside the 
resulting hole, too large to be lifted by equipment in the area and with no tire marks etc. 
There had been sightings of saucers and strange shaped objects hovering in the air. Local 
signs were spray painted with sayings like, “UFO crossing.” The months of chuckling had 
prepared the local citizens for anything and I was up that same alley myself.

Years before I had a strange fantasy that I might encounter a flying saucer while 
hitch hiking in the wilds. I would pull out my harmonica and the creatures would be 
mesmerized and in one ending leave me in peace, in another they would take me back to a 
zoo on their planet and provide me with ample breeding stock. Of course they could tape it 
and use a replicator to reproduce my music at their whim, and be able to annihilate me on 
the spot. Needless to say I was ripe for an adventure either way this played out.
I picked a place close to the river, but high enough to avoid flooding. They had given me ten
guys to work with. They were nice, but a little vacant, and as it turned out weak, the perfect
candidates for a cult, weak.

We began by digging a hole into the side of the hill. I started three of them off with 
the excavation. The rest I took to find trees to cut with my chainsaw for the sides of the 
cellar. I cut the first tree and then sliced it up into the lengths we would need. While I 
searched and prepared to hew the next tree I instructed the guys to carry drag the logs 
back to the site. I returned to find them still struggling to move the first log. I picked it up 
by myself and carried it to the site thinking there you go guys that's how it's done by a 
140lb weakling. Teach by example did little to help me that day. We settled on me carrying 
the middle and one on each end. I did not dare let go because these guys would have 
dropped to their knees.

As I started construction, a very simple construction, it was becoming clear that 
these guys were beyond learning obviously they were the type to follow, but not where I was
leading. I started to raise the walls while they stood around. They did want to help, but they
were unable. As I worked around my helpers who were constantly under foot, a man 
passed on the path that ran by the site. The first time he was dressed in shorts and a tee so I
hardly noticed him. On subsequent passing’s he dressed differently, a cowboy, a Scotsman 
in a kilt, a mechanic in coveralls. I did not know who he was, he had not been at the 
cafeteria at the Center and I had not seen him at meetings. The day wore on and I had 



hardly any time to notice him. I wanted to get the roof on before sundown. The helpers 
continued to be in the way. As I bend over trying to notch the final logs and was thinking 
about how I was going to do the roof I felt two drops of cold water fall on my back. I was in
no mood for games thinking it was the helpers, I turned around give them the blast I had 
held back all day. There in front of me was the strange man soaking wet in his underwear. 
There is something ridiculous about soaking wet white briefs; he left me no time to react. 
He stepped past me and said, "You need a rest and this needs a pyramid roof. He grabbed 
my chainsaw. Let me repeat he grabbed my chainsaw, my most prized possession and 
something I never lent out. It was the one tool I valued the most in the woods. The shock of 
his dinky poking his briefs inches from my face had still left me dumbfounded. He started 
the saw and cut the angles for a perfect pyramid. This type of precision would have left me 
fiddling for hours with a power saw, but here he had accomplished it in mere minutes.
After the roof was in place the helpers went back to the Center for supper. I followed Ron 
back to his house in the woods. His house was a large dome shape. It is best described as 
like the floppy hillbilly hat they sell at the Canadian National Exhibition. He explained 
later that he had built a geodesic dome, but that they leak like a sieve. He had covered his 
dome with all the scrap two inch thick lumber he could find that also included branches as 
well as 2x4's. Over this framework he added cedar shakes. We approached the front door 
which proved to be a very different type of door. Inside the regular door was a gothic 
arched door with a small window also with an arch. He explained that this was his burglar 
alarm. It was to alarm burglars, for the door was actually the small window. He opened it 
and climbed through. I followed. Inside was a spiral wall that divided the space into a 
central uncommon room and a kitchen that curved around the outside wall. In the middle 
of the uncommon room was a rope ladder that lead up to two suspended platforms and 
then to a tower. On the floor of the room was a collection of sorts. There were rolls of silk 
and satin, machinery, welding equipment, rocket fuel, precious gems, and art supplies. He 
led me past all that to the platforms and then the tower. The tower was filled with pieces of 
angle iron suspended from the roof. Ron had tuned them to his own unique frequency, and 
proceeded to ring them producing beautiful mesmerizing sounds. He asked me to follow 
him as he slid down the outside of the roof to the ground below.

I returned to the Center and managed to find some left over’s. The people in charge 
were very curious to hear where I had been. I was told that Ron was a disruptive influence. 
In the past he had shown up in the middle of the night in a frog man suit and top hat 
swinging the breathing hose around yelling, “Take me to your leader!” I was encouraged to
stay away from him. There were more chores to do so it was hard to find time to go looking 
for Ron. The next day was the day for the landing, so there were things to prepare and with
new people arriving from as far away as New York City, there was lots of doubling up of 
sleeping areas. The local burgers had come by to announce their support. I didn't think 
they knew the whole story, only that these space cadets were spending money in town. The 
frantic comings and goings worked the magic of making time disappear. We found 
ourselves finally at the night, gathered together in the basement singing songs and 
generally entertaining ourselves. Then, the big announcement! It had all been a test, to see 
if we were truly committed. Nobody complained even though many had driven for days to 
make it to the rendezvous. I sincerely hoped that my insincerity hadn’t scotched their 
dreams, but I always viewed myself as a subcontractor.

I took my dog and chainsaw home. On the drive home the sky was filled with sheet 



lightning and when I finally made it to the narrow path that leads to my front door I could 
feel the ground shaking under my feet. I really don't care if the aliens had come or will 
come, if they exist or not. I am more concerned with my own existence. If they are here, I 
am sure I have met them. The lightning and ground rumblings just added the bass note for 
all of the above. 
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